
How to get to Waldhotel Stuttgart 
Waldhotel Stuttgart is located in the immediate vicinity of Stuttgart airport (10 minutes) and Stuttgart city centre (15 
minutes). Our hotel is situated perfectly for you to make the best of your visit to Stuttgart. 

Arriving by public transport 
The Waldau/GAZi stadium and Ruhbank/television tower subway stations are located around a 5-minute walk away from 
the hotel. Both lines can be used to reach us from Stuttgart inner city within a few minutes without changing. From the 
Schlossplatz or main station, you can travel with line U 7 in the direction of Ostfildern/Nellingen up to the Waldau/GAZi 
stadium station when coming from Stuttgart city centre. With this line, you can reach us directly within less than 10 
minutes without changing. 

You can also take line U 15 in the direction of Ruhbank/television tower or Heumaden up to the Ruhbank/television 
tower station when travelling from the Schlossplatz or main station. If you have a little time to spare, we recommend 
taking this route under all circumstances, as it offers a wonderful journey through a villa district and a breathtaking view 
over the city. 

3-day tickets are available from our reception; these are not on general sale and are reserved exclusively for hotel 
guests. Further information on Stuttgart's city railway network: http://www.vvs.de 

Arriving by car 
Via the A8 motorway, Stuttgart-Degerloch exit, to Degerloch in the direction of the city centre, then keep going in the 
direction of the television tower. 40 free parking spaces as well as a chargeable underground garage are available in 
front of the hotel (2 EUR per hour, a maximum of 12 EUR per day). The hotel also offers two charging stations for 
electric vehicles as well as a car2go parking space. Free public parking facilities are also available in the vicinity of the 
hotel premises. 
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